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IDENTIFICATION
1. Common name: '

2. Historic name:
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4. Parcel number: 0O2'24l'3O'5 -
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5. PresentOwner: Qdgigg, ‘[13:13 Address: ZLQ QQQLQL e _

City‘ Healdsburg» CA Zip 95448 Ownership is: Public Private X

6. Present Use: Original use: '

DESCRIPTION
7a. Architectural style: Hip roof Cottage
7b. Briefly describe the present physical description of the site or structure and describe any major alterations fr0m its

original condition:

A truncated hip roof tops this one story cottage which has a boxed
cornice and channel rustic siding. The windows are double—hung and
placed in pairs on either side of the recessed entrance which has
paneled returns and a transom. The flat roof of the portico is
held up by chamfered square posts with a plain railing and newel
posts with molded tops.

8. Construction date:
E5{\m3{gd F3CYU3|

9_ Architect ____Z__i____i

10. eui|cer 
11. Approx. property sit} _Ii_ int)

Frontage ___L Depth_LL.L._
or approx. acreaqp
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‘l3. Condition: Excellent i(_Goodi Fair_i Dererioratedi No longer in existence

l4. Alterations: Entrance DQQT

15. Surroundngs: (Check more than one if necessary) Open land __Scattered buildings Densely built-up _i
Residential _X_lndustriaI __Commercial X Other:

16. Threats to site: None known LPrivate development_i Zoning Vandalism
Public Works project _ Other:

17. ls the structure: On its original site?L Moved?i Unknown?

18. Related i.iiui.=1 and trees
SIGNIFICANCE
19. Briey state historial and/or architectural importance (include dates. events. and persons associated with the site.)

This house was built in l88O by Jacob Pim as a real estate investment.
Pimm came from the pretigious John "Pym" family of Toronto, Canada.
A wagon-maker and cabinet-maker, he came to healdsburg in l870 and bought
% interest in a wagon wright's shop. he bought lots Sl & 52 in 1875;built his own home in 1875 (O02-241-O1); and built this house in l88O.

.This was the beginning of his career as a full-time real estate developer
Though the portico railing may not be original, this is otherwise a well-
kept and unaltered example of the cottages built during the 1880's.
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20. Main theme of the historic resource: (If more than one is

checked, number in order of importance.) _AYUMQCKUPQ al Arts & Leisure
Economic/Industrial Exploration/Settlement

L13‘

Religioniii Social/Education 2 fv - v - € \'
,\ ' ' ' C iv \_ _

» - ' v . 10‘) 521. Sources (List books, documents. surveys. personal interviews -8- __€\, 3 q-as
3 \~ +and their dates). ‘9 v —
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